
Caesar Vs. God – A Lesson Plan on Citizenship

Opening Game for Lesson Plan on Citizenship

Start this lesson plan on citizenship by playing Protect the President. If you don’t have an
appropriate space for this, then Kingdoms is a good option which can be played in a meeting
room.

Before diving into the deeper implications of citizenship, it’s important to recognize that
understanding and upholding our civic duties isn’t always straightforward. Just as the game
illustrated the complexities and choices we face in a lighter context, real-life decisions can be
challenging to navigate.

Balancing our religious beliefs with our responsibilities to society can often present dilemmas.
Let’s now explore the idea that citizenship, much like faith, requires consistent effort and
consideration.

Citizenship requires some effort.

● What are some good things about being a citizen of our country?

● What are the costs of citizenship (taxes, voting, etc)?

● How do these costs support the beneficial things the government does?

Having set the stage with the foundational understanding of citizenship and its complexities, it’s
time to dig into the heart of the matter. We’ll discuss a scripture reading which illuminates how
our spiritual life intersects with civic responsibilities, offering guidance on the balance we should
strive for in our daily lives.

Scripture Reading for Lesson Plan on Citizenship

Read Matthew 22:15-21:

The Pharisees went off and plotted how they might entrap Jesus in speech. They sent their
disciples to him, with the Herodians, saying, “Teacher, we know that you are a truthful man and
that you teach the way of God in accordance with the truth. And you are not concerned with
anyone’s opinion, for you do not regard a person’s status. Tell us, then, what is your opinion: Is it
lawful to pay the census tax to Caesar or not?”

Knowing their malice, Jesus said, “Why are you testing me, you hypocrites? Show me the coin
that pays the census tax.” Then they handed him the Roman coin.

He said to them, “Whose image is this and whose inscription?”

They replied, “Caesar’s.”
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At that he said to them, “Then repay to Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what
belongs to God.”

Matthew 22:15-21

Discussion for the Lesson Plan on Citizenship

In this gospel, the Pharisees are trying to trap Jesus. They know that the people hate living
under Roman rule and they long for a Messiah who will overthrow the Romans. And they also
know that the Romans enforce their laws brutally and that opposing them can land a person in
deep trouble.

Jesus knows this is an attempt to trip him up and cause division. The Pharisees are not looking
for spiritual direction, but setting a trap. If he tells the people to pay taxes, this will make him
seem like he supports the Roman occupiers, which would make him unpopular with the people.
If he tells them not to pay taxes, then he could find himself in deep trouble with the Romans.

He cleverly answers the question by steering the conversation himself. And his answer indicates
that we are to engage in our political systems while still being faithful to God.

This can be a challenge. First it requires us to be well educated on the issues facing our country.
Just knowing soundbites and one liners is not enough. We must understand the issue and really
delve into the pros and cons. If we only understand “our side” then we cannot have a thoughtful
conversation with those who hold an opposing viewpoint.

Our political action must work within the law. And they should also reflect our Christian values.
So we must treat others with respect and compassion. We should seek reasoned discussion
rather than inflaming a situation. It is possible to respectfully listen to another person’s point of
view, even if you don’t agree with them. They are more likely to listen to what you have to say if
you are courteous to them.

And when others treat you with disrespect, either continue to try to engage them in true
discussion or walk away. Escalating a situation rarely changes another person’s mind.

Reflection Questions for the Lesson Plan on Citizenship

● What are some ways you can support the good things that our government does?

● Are there things in our society and laws which are in opposition to our beliefs as
Catholics? What are they?

● How can we work within our political system to make our government reflect our Catholic
faith?

● How do you reconcile moments when civic duties seem to conflict with religious
teachings?
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● Are there historical or contemporary figures you admire for balancing their faith with civic
responsibilities? Why?

● How can communities support their members in navigating the challenges of citizenship
while upholding their faith?

● In what ways can religious teachings enhance one’s understanding of being a
responsible citizen?

● How might one’s understanding of citizenship change in different cultural or national
contexts?

● Are there civic responsibilities that you believe align particularly well with Catholic
teachings? Which ones and why?

● How do personal values play a role in interpreting both civic and religious duties?

● Can you recall a situation where you had to choose between a civic duty and a religious
belief? How did you handle it?

Challenge for the Lesson Plan on Citizenship

This week, think about something in our government or society which you would like to see
change. If you have time, spend some time researching the topic and learning the facts. Then
commit to pray every day for God’s will to be done for that issue. And if appropriate, write to
your government officials and express your views on the issue.

Prayer for the Lesson Plan on Citizenship

Conclude this lesson plan on citizenship by praying a Rope Prayer for the United States or A
Prayer for Our Nation.
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